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Washroom is the force behind some
of the most inspirational spaces
for iconic projects both in the UK
and internationally.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
We pride ourselves on our attention
to detail and design expertise.
Our dedicated team works to
the highest standards crafting
beautifully designed and expertly
finished products to meet the unique
demands of each individual project.
From precise stitching of veneers
to create our Alto toilet cubicles
to moulding elaborate solid surface
vanity troughs, the whole team works

to the same exacting standards that
our customers have come to expect
over the years.
By taking a bespoke approach to
design, we’re able to tailor our
products to suit any specification with
a range of unique finishes designed to
reflect or complement any style.

At the heart of the Washroom
range is a focus on precision
and hand craftsmanship.
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MANUFACTURING
Continual investment in sophisticated
CNC technology and manufacturing
equipment helps us maintain efficient
scheduling, the highest quality of
product manufacture and ultimately
on-time delivery to site.

our design department, together
with a high-tech laminate press and
edgebander, ensures we’re able to
continue to deliver a quality finish on
time, every time.

Our state-of-the-art five axis Homag
CNC machine, which uses the latest
CAD software to link seamlessly with

Full site surveys are undertaken
in advance of manufacture to
ensure that every detail will
translate without compromise,
from design on screen to
installation on site.
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INSTALLATION
We fully appreciate the need to work
closely and in co-operation with
other trades to ensure quality and
programme are achieved without
compromise.
To this end we only employ experienced
installers and project managers
who will ensure that installation is
undertaken to the highest standards
and in complete co-operation with
other trades.

Managed from our head office and
supervised by dedicated and fully
experienced project managers, our
installers will work to the highest
standards of quality and health and
safety to ensure that our products
look and perform exactly as promised.
We do our utmost to accommodate
changes along the way and we are
always on hand to answer queries post
completion.

Unlike many of our competitors,
we not only offer a design and
manufacture service, but for
total accountability we provide
one of the most efficient
installation services in the
industry.
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OFF-SITE SOLUTION
Full size mock-ups can be created
incorporating exact details to ensure
that the final design and manufacture
meets fully with the specifiers’
intended aesthetic, prior to factory
manufacture.
In addition, with programmes becoming
more demanding necessitating ever
increasing co-ordination of trades
in order to meet deadlines, we have
invested in additional factory space to
enable the manufacture and build of
entire washroom units off-site.

Careful on-site surveying by
experienced site staff, programming
to co-ordinate with other trades and
the ability to design and build away
from site ensures that build quality
is undertaken to the most exacting
standards.
The washroom components are
subsequently de-constructed,
transported to site and assembled in
a fraction of the time associated with
conventional build.

Just 30-minutes by tube from
Central London, our extensive
manufacturing facility is ideally
placed to enable clients to visit,
with minimal downtime.
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ICONICA BESPOKE
The increase in demand for high
specification, bespoke common areas
and washroom facilities in the London
commercial market in particular,
has acted as a catalyst for the
development of the Iconica collection.
The collection offers an
up-specified option to our most
popular ranges, incorporating
materials not traditionally associated
with washrooms.
Materials such as glass walls and
doors, acrylic cubicles, glass lockers,
deep gloss lacquered doors and

painted glass and anodised aluminium
ducting all feature.
With additional options for cubicle
doors to be spray-painted to any RAL
colour or for digital screen-printed
lockers to be incorporated into the
design, creating a unique space is
simple.
Iconica has taken washroom
specification to a new level on some
of the most prestigious projects in
the City and beyond.

Iconica offers the specifier an
exclusive collection of designs,
materials and finishes for
high-specification commercial
washrooms, shower and
changing areas.
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STOCKED UP
We appreciate that careful timing
and considered scheduling are vital to
deliver projects on time, every time.
Our dedicated storage warehouse,
based on site at our manufacturing
facility in Essex, is large enough to
house all our standard products.
We ensure that stock levels remain
consistently high, so that we can meet
quick turnaround times for shorter
lead projects as and when required.

Utilising a purpose-built CRM system,
which automatically re-orders items
when stocks hit a certain level, allows
us to accurately control all stock
and ensures we are never short of
standard products.

With consistently high levels of
standard stock, sophisticated
monitoring systems and space
to store bespoke products in
advance of installation – you can
rely on Washroom to deliver.
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SECTORS
Over the last two decades, we’ve
continually adapted our offering,
developing product ranges tailored to
suit a variety of sectors. This continual
development process has fuelled our
growth by allowing us the flexibility to
focus on key sectors at different times.
We have worked on some of the UK’s
most prestigious high-end commercial

buildings, on both new build projects and
large-scale refurbishments, typically for
the office sector. Within the sports and
leisure sector we’ve delivered projects
for most, if not all, of the UK’s major
health and leisure clubs. At the same time,
we continue to work within the public
sector with a specific focus on education,
healthcare and secure accommodation
projects.

Since 2001 we’ve excelled in
manufacturing and installing
high quality innovative
washroom products, on
schedule and within
budget across a wide
range of sectors.
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A FOCUS ON BIM
The majority of our products are
available as Building Information
Modelling (BIM) objects via the
National BIM Library.
Twelve of our most popular toilet,
shower and changing cubicles
together with our benching units,
lockers and solid surface vanities are
available to download as component
BIM objects ready to be positioned
within an existing 3D building model

just as required. In addition, our
Concerto integrated duct panel
system is now available as a layered
BIM object to download in nine
different finishes including glass, real
wood veneer, granite, laminate and
Corian.
Look out for the BIM logo throughout
this brochure.

Our design team takes real
pride in creating beautifully
designed products that clients
will want to specify.
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ENVIRONMENT
We constantly review and monitor our
suppliers, products and processes
in order to minimise environmental
pollution and waste. In addition to
recycling our own waste wherever
possible, we can also manufacture
from a range of recycled materials
including a colourful collection of
vanities and panels produced from
recycled plastic bottles.
Where possible we invest in
technologies to improve and enhance
the environment we work in and the
environment we all inhabit.

For example we recently installed a
new state-of-the-art biomass boiler,
which runs on wood off-cuts, saving
an estimated 52 tonnes of carbon
emissions a year. We’ve also upgraded
to a smart dust extraction system
which automatically switches on the
dust extraction units exactly and
only when required - vastly reducing
our annual electricity usage. And, to
reduce emissions we are committed to
investing in increasingly fuel efficient
vehicles.

Working closely with regulators
and environmental groups, we
are committed to protecting
the environment wherever
we operate.
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TOILET CUBICLES
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We’ve designed our range of toilet
cubicles to suit a variety of applications
from full height, flush fronted cubicles for
offices to low level cubicle doors ideal for
early years education settings. Choose
from a wide range of materials, colours
and finishes for a bespoke design to
complement your washroom space.
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ALTO
Alto provides an unrivalled design
statement for areas where luxury and
uncompromising style are essential.
The full height, rebated flush system
offers a virtually seamless façade.
Finished in real wood veneer or
high pressure laminate (HPL) and
complemented with the highest quality
d line fittings, Alto is the ultimate design
statement.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters and doors: Manufactured from 44mm chipboard,
faced in either high quality real wood veneer or high pressure
laminate (HPL). Lipped in matching/complementing hardwood
and rebated to create the flush design.
Partitions: Three options available:
Option 1 Floor to ceiling treated PAR softwood timber frame,
laminated where required to create flashgaps with 2 No. panels
fitted either side to give an 84mm thick dividing partition.

Fittings and door furniture
d line stainless steel indicator bolts, Royde &
Tucker fall closed hinges, stainless steel coat hook
and hydraulic door dampener.
Dimensions
Height: 2400mm Floor clearance: 20mm (door undercut)
Depth: 1500mm Other sizes are available.

Option 2 12mm MR MDF central dividing panel fitted floor to
ceiling with 2 No. panels fitted either side to give a 60mm thick
dividing partition.

Access considerations
Alto cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors.

Option 3 2 No. 44mm chipboard panels lipped in hardwood
then laminated both sides with either real wood veneer or
high pressure laminate (HPL), fitted to floor and ceiling with
hardwood splines.

A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.
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ALTO KRISTALLA
Based on the popular Alto cubicle
system, Alto Kristalla has the same
rebated edges for a flush façade but
with 6mm glass adhered to the face
to create a striking, high specification
finish.

Specification
Pilasters and doors: Manufactured from 44mm chipboard,
edged in matching/complementing hardwood then faced in
high pressure laminate (HPL). Edges are then rebated to create
the flush design. Once this is complete, 6mm glass is then
bonded to the front façade.
Partitions: Three options available:
Option 1 Floor to ceiling treated PAR softwood timber
frame, laminated where required to create flashgaps
with 2 No. panels fitted either side to give an 84mm thick
dividing partition.
Option 2 12mm MR MDF central dividing panel fitted floor to
ceiling with 2 No. panels fitted either side to give a 60mm thick
dividing partition.
Option 3 2 No. 44mm chipboard panels lipped in hardwood
then laminated both sides with high pressure laminate (HPL),
fitted to floor and ceiling with hardwood splines.
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Fittings and door furniture
d line stainless steel indicator bolts, Royde &
Tucker fall closed hinges, stainless steel coat hook
and hydraulic door dampener.
Dimensions
Height: 2400mm
Floor clearance: 20mm (door undercut)
Depth: 1500mm
Other sizes are available.
Access considerations
Alto cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors. Our standard stainless steel pull handle
is supplied to the outside face of all outward opening
cubicle doors. Complementary grab rails are also
available.

Toilet Cubicles
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ALTO FENIX
Based on the popular Alto cubicle
system, Alto FENIX creates an attractive,
virtually seamless façade with a unique
super matt surface and is available in
15 colours.
Soft to touch, thermally self-healing,
impact resistant and hydro repellent,
Alto FENIX, which also has enhanced
anti-bacterial properties, is ideal for
washrooms and changing areas where
a luxury, high performance finish is
required.

Specification
Pilasters and doors: Manufactured from 44mm chipboard,
edged in matching/complementing Corian® then faced in
Fenix NTM from Arpa Industriale. Edges are then rebated to
create the flush design.
Partitions: Three options available:
Option 1 Floor to ceiling treated PAR softwood timber
frame, laminated where required to create flashgaps with 2
No. panels fitted either side to give an 84mm thick dividing
partition.
Option 2 25mm MR MDF central dividing panel fitted floor to
ceiling with 2 No. panels fitted either side to give a 60mm
thick dividing partition.
Option 3 2 no. 44mm chipboard panels lipped in hardwood
then faced both sides with Arpa Fenix, fitted to floor and
ceiling with hardwood splines.
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Fittings and door furniture
d line stainless steel indicator bolts, Royde &
Tucker fall closed hinges, stainless steel coat hook
and hydraulic door dampener.
Dimensions
Height: 2400mm as standard, this can vary depending
on design. Floor clearance: 20mm (door undercut) as
standard, this can vary depending on design.
Depth: 1500mm
Access considerations
Alto cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors. Our standard stainless steel pull
handle is supplied to the outside face of all outward
opening cubicle doors. Complementary grab rails are
also available.

Toilet Cubicles
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MARCATO
Marcato is a highly engineered bespoke
cubicle solution designed with high-end
projects in mind.
Manufactured from 20mm Solid Grade
Laminate (SGL) with vertical edges
rebated creating a flush design and
a sleek and contemporary appearance
for the ultimate appeal.
Marcato is available as 2100mm o/a height
as standard but with options to extend
to a full floor to ceiling system, offering
contractors a range of design possibilities.
Marcato’s specially designed flush
fronted and rebated finish ensures pilaster
panels and doors meet edge to edge for
maximum privacy, while the material’s
waterproof properties make this system
an ideal choice for toilet, changing and
shower cubicle specifications.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters and doors: Manufactured from 20mm solid
grade laminate (SGL) with vertical edges rebated to
create flush finish.
Headrail: Satin anodised aluminium flat bar.
Partitions: Manufactured from 13/20mm solid grade
laminate (SGL).
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel fall closed hinges and coathook, satin
anodised aluminium easily operable indicator bolt, full
length channels and pedestal legs.
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Dimensions
Height: 2100mm Floor clearance: 100mm
Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.
Access considerations
Marcato cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face
of all outward opening doors as standard. Complementary
grab rails are also available.

Toilet Cubicles
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MARCATO HPL
Marcato HPL is a highly engineered
bespoke cubicle solution designed
with high-end projects in mind.
Manufactured from laminated (HPL)
25mm MR MDF with vertical edges
rebated creating a flush design for
a sleek finish.
Marcato is available as 2100mm o/a
height as standard but with options to
extend to a full floor to ceiling system,
offering contractors a range of design
possibilities.
Marcato’s specially designed flush
fronted and rebated finish ensures
pilaster panels and doors meet edge
to edge for maximum privacy.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters and doors: Manufactured from 25mm MR MDF,
edged in matching/complementing hardwood then
faced in high pressure laminate (HPL). Vertical edges are
then rebated to create the flush frontage.
Headrail: 50 x 10mm SAA flat bar
Partitions: 18mm MR MDF faced on both sides with high
pressure laminate (HPL) and then edges in either lipped
in a matching HPL of 2mm PVC.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel self-closing hinges, indicator bolt with
emergency release facility and buffered coat hook.
Satin anodised aluminium full length channels for
partition and pilaster fixings.
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Dimensions
Height: 2100mm Floor Clearance 25mm
Depth: 1500mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.
Access considerations
Marcato cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors.
Where indicated on drawings, outward opening doors to
be supplied complete with satin polished stainless steel
pull handles to the outside face.

Toilet Cubicles
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SEMPRE
Moisture resistant MDF with rebated
vertical edges, sprayed to any RAL
colour.
Manufactured from 25mm moisture
resistant MDF with rebated vertical
edges to create an attractive flush
design. The panels are spray painted
using our heated spray paint facility
to any RAL colour for a professional
durable finish.

Specification
Pilasters, doors & partitions: Manufactured from 25mm
moisture resistant MDF with rebated vertical edges to create
flush design. Panels are then factory sprayed to any RAL
colour for a professional durable finish.
Headrail: Matching 25mm MDF headrail rail fitted down into
top of pilasters.
Partitions: Manufactured from 18mm moisture resistant MDF,
then factory sprayed to any RAL colour for a professional
durable finish.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel indicator bolts, sprung hinges,
pedestal legs, coat hooks and full length satin
anodised channel sections.
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Dimensions
Height: 2150mm
Floor clearance: 50mm
Depth: 1500mm
Access considerations
Sempre cubicles are available in configurations
to comply with approved Document M complete
with outward opening doors. Our standard
stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the
outside face of all outward opening cubicle
doors. Complementary grab rails are also
available.

Toilet Cubicles
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SENZA
Its minimalist appearance makes
Senza one of the most understated
designs in the market.
The slimline stainless steel pilaster
profiles with fully radiused vertical
edges, combined with a flat headrail
characterise the minimalist design
of the Senza cubicle.
Foot supports can also be set back to
heighten the floating appearance and
the stainless steel circular faceplate
complements the linear profiles.
Senza is available in all board types
HPL, SGL, Glass and Veneer to suit
any application.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
HPL - dry, medium use:
18mm Moisture Resistant MDF with high pressure laminate
both sides, edged in either 2mm PVC or matching laminate.
Pilaster: Slimline stainless section with radiused vertical edges.
Headrail: Stainless steel box section or flat bar.
SGL - all uses:
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate (SGL) with edges machined
to a smooth finish.
Pilaster: Slimline stainless section with radiused vertical edges.
Headrail: Stainless steel box section or flat bar.
Fittings and door furniture
Easily operable stainless steel indicator bolt, pedestal
legs, hinges, channel cleats and coathook.
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Dimensions
Height: 2100mm Floor clearance: 100mm
*Depth: 1500-1800m
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available with
minimal floor clearance for increased privacy. With the
Senza cubicle system there is the option of having 10mm
glass doors – please contact our technical department
for details.
Access considerations
Senza toilet cubicles are available in configurations
to comply with approved Document M complete
with outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the
outside face of all outward opening doors as
standard. Complementary grab rails are also
available.

Toilet Cubicles
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MEZZO
Depending on panel material chosen the
Mezzo system can be used as toilet, changing
and shower cubicles.
Mezzo cubicles comprise curved aluminium
pilasters and headrail with door and
division panel options to suit your specific
requirements. Typically the cubicle is set out
with 150mm floor clearance with the option
of down to floor pilasters and divisions where
increased privacy is required.
Mezzo is available with a choice of panel
including MFC, HPL, solid grade laminate
(SGL), veneer and glass.
When cubicle requirements dictate that the
cubicle centres need to be greater than 850mm
we offer a split pilaster detail ‘Mezzo Duet’ as
an option which allows a 450mm turning circle
within the cubicle.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
The Mezzo range is available in various material
options, to suit any application:
MRC - dry, light use
HPL - dry, medium use
SGL - all uses
Veneer - high end uses
Glass - high end uses
Please contact us for full specification details
covering the Mezzo range.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, channel cleats and
coathook, satin anodised aluminium pedestal legs. All
Mezzo cubicles are supplied with an easily operable
indicator bolt, type will depend upon cubicle chosen.

Dimensions
Height: 1950mm Height (overall framework): 2040mm
Floor clearance: 150mm * Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available
with minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.
Access considerations
Mezzo cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside
face of all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.

*Cubicles with a depth >1500mm subject
to material selection and surcharge.
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INTERMEZZO
Intermezzo offers a fully enclosed
solution that is suitable for all
washrooms and changing rooms
requiring high levels of privacy whilst
remaining commercially viable.
Manufactured from SGL for unparalleled
durability with floor to ceiling aluminium
pilasters providing a stylish rigid
structure, Intermezzo ticks all the boxes
for the modern school’s washroom
requirements.
Partitions are extended to the floor and
the ceiling with overhead panels above
the door providing complete visual
privacy to the user.

Specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate (SGL)
with edges machined to a smooth finish.
Pilaster: Satin anodised aluminium
aerofoil sections.
Headrail: Satin anodised aluminium
aerofoil section (if required).
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges and
coathook, satin anodised aluminium
full length channels and easily
operable cast plastic indicator bolt.

Dimensions
Height: up to 2700mm, dependent on material chosen
*Floor clearance: 20mm (door undercut)
Depth: 1500-1800mm
Access considerations
Intermezzo toilet cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face of all
outward opening doors as standard. Complementary grab rails
are also available.

*Depending on materials chosen, cubicles with a depth
≥1500mm subject to material selection and surcharge.
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FORTE
Designed for use within wet and dry
areas, Forté is the perfect cubicle
for use in schools and any other
environment subject to high traffic.
As solid grade laminate (SGL) is
totally impervious to water, Forté
can be used as shower and wet area
changing cubicles.
Forté cubicles are manufactured
from 12/13mm solid grade laminate
(SGL), an extremely robust and
waterproof material. Combined with a
contemporary continuous headrail for
excellent lateral stability Forté cubicles
offer an affordable and long term
solution to your washroom
requirements.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate (SGL)
with edges machined to a smooth finish.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, channel cleats
and coathook, easily operable cast plastic
indicator bolt, ‘D’ shaped satin anodised
aluminium headrail and pedestal legs.

Dimensions
Height: 1950mm Floor clearance: 150mm *Depth: 1500-1800mm
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available with minimal
floor clearance for increased privacy.
This may be of particular use within schools and unisex installations
where mobile phone cameras pose a privacy issue.
Access considerations
Forté toilet cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward opening
doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face of
all outward opening doors as standard.
Complementary grab rails are also available.
*Cubicles with a depth >1500mm subject
to material selection and surcharge.
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BASSO

ARIA

The Basso system provides a stylish
and cost effective solution for
washroom and retail change projects
within a limited budget.

A higher specification than the Basso
system, the Aria range incorporates
laminated MDF for all panels,
providing greater durability while
offering practicality and value for
medium traffic areas in schools,
commercial offices and the
industrial sector.

Toilet cubicles and change cubicles with
integral benching are both available
with inward or outward opening doors.
Basso cubicles comprise 19mm moisture
resistant melamine faced chipboard
(MFC) panels edged all round in a PVC
lipping, supported laterally by a unique
aerofoil profiled headrail.
With the division panels supported on
architecturally designed satin anodised
aluminium pedestal legs, Basso toilet
cubicles are a cut above other budget
systems available.

Providing increased impact resistance,
Aria cubicles are manufactured from
high pressure laminate bonded to
18mm MDF core, lipped with either
matching laminate or corresponding
PVC edging.
Aria is offered with a satin anodised
aluminium headrail.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Basso: 19mm MFC. Aria: Laminated HPL.
Canto: Laminated HPL with postformed vertical
pilaster edges.
Please contact us for further information.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, channel cleats & coat
hooks, easily operable indicator bolts with either SAA
or Stainless steel pedestal legs.
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Dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
Depth: 1500-1800mm
Access considerations
Aria cubicles are available in configurations to comply with
approved Document M complete with outward opening
doors. Our standard stainless steel pull handle is supplied
to the outside face of all outward opening cubicle doors.
Complementary grab rails are also available.

CANTO
With impact resistant HPL panels Canto
postformed cubicles are well suited to
the medium traffic areas of schools,
offices and the industrial sector.
Toilet cubicles and dry/retail change
cubicles with integral benching are both
available with inward or outward opening
doors.
Providing increased impact resistance,
Canto cubicles are manufactured from
high pressure laminate (HPL) bonded
to 18mm MDF core. Lipped with either
matching laminate or corresponding
PVC edging, the Canto range features
postformed (rounded) vertical edges to
the pilasters to create an attractive and
effective cubicle solution.
Canto postformed is offered with either
a satin anodised aluminium headrail,
or a postformed insert to match the
pilaster detail.

Toilet Cubicles
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FRUTTI
Frutti is a free standing cubicle
system offered in solid grade
laminate (SGL) for maximum
durability. In place of a headrail the
pilasters are supported by a floor
mounted bracket for added rigidity.
Using the latest manufacturing
technology, the panels can be
machined to produce the impression
of a range of different fruits.
Combined with different colours,
and digital or screen print options, it
has never been easier to make a fun
washroom to encourage regular use.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate
(SGL) with edges machined to
a smooth finish.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, floor
mounted stability bracket and satin
anodised aluminium full length
channels.

Dimensions
Height (top of door): 1050mm (900mm panel)
Height (top of partition): 1200mm
Height (top of pilaster): 1200mm
Floor clearance: 150mm (under door only)
*Depth: 1500-1800mm
The heights quoted above are for guidance only. Washrooms designed for
younger or older children may require shorter or taller cubicles. Frutti is
available to suit your requirements.
Access considerations
Frutti toilet cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M.
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BAMBINO
Bambino is a full sized cubicle with
reduced height doors to facilitate
supervision and to alleviate any
intimidation that a standard cubicle
may impose.
Manufactured from solid grade laminate
(SGL), Bambino cubicles combine a front
mounted headrail with sweeping curves to
the doors.
The pilasters are also radiused to soften
the visual impact and provide a unique
aesthetic.
The removal of right angles can be
mirrored in the duct access panelling
and vanity underpanel design to
culminate in a washroom unlike
any other.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
12/13mm Solid Grade Laminate (SGL)
with edges machined to a smooth finish.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, coathook,
pedestal legs with easily operable cast
plastic indicator bolt, full length satin
anodised aluminium channels and
solid grade laminate (SGL)
headrail straps.

Dimensions
Height (top of door): to suit Height (top of partition): 1950mm
Height (top of pilaster): 2075mm
Floor clearance: 150mm *Depth: 1500-1800mm
The heights quoted above are for guidance only. Washrooms
designed for younger or older children may require shorter or
taller doors. Bambino is available to suit your requirements.
Access considerations
Bambino toilet cubicles are available in configurations
to comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors.
A stainless steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face
of all outward opening doors as standard. Complementary
grab rails are also available.

*Cubicles with a depth ≥1500mm subject
to material selection and surcharge.
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SHOWER CUBICLES
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Shower Cubicles

With a choice of toughened back-painted
low iron glass, solid grade laminate or cast
acrylic, all of which can be specified in a
variety of different colours, our shower
cubicles are the perfect fit, whatever your
requirements.

RANGES
Luminoso Acrylic			

52

Luminoso Glass			

54

Marcato			

56

Forte			

58

Mezzo			
60
		
Mezzo Aqua			
62

Shower Cubicles
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LUMINOSO ACRYLIC
Luminoso’s cast acrylic construction
is ideal for both private and public
shower facilities, providing a uniform
appearance to both sides of the panels
for a more polished overall appearance.
With many different textures and
colours available, together with more
opaque options, Luminoso Acrylic
offers a striking solution for the shower
area. A range of acrylic colours are
available and subject to minimum order
quantities.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters, doors and partitions: 12mm Green Cast Acrylic
with edges machined to a smooth finish.
Headrail: Stainless steel tubular headrail.
Fittings and door furniture
Chrome nickel plated double swing hinges (self closing
from 25 degrees), stainless steel channel cleats, and
coathook, pull handle to the outside of each door and
stainless steel pedestal legs.
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Dimensions
Height: 2026mm
Floor clearance: 80mm
Depth: Max 1500mm

Access considerations
Our standard stainless steel pull handle is supplied to
the outside face of all outward opening cubicle doors.
Complementary grab rails are also available.

Shower Cubicles
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LUMINOSO GLASS
Luminoso Glass is an alternative
shower cubicle to the popular
acrylic option.
Similar in style to Luminoso Acrylic, but
featuring high specification 10mm clear
float toughened glass for the doors,
pilasters and division panels, in lieu
of acrylic.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters, doors and partitions: 10mm clear float
toughened glass with 100% white screenprint to the
reverse of each panel. Low iron glass is also available to
achieve a clear glass finish, rather than the green tinge of
standard glass.
Headrail: Stainless steel tubular headrail.
Fittings and door furniture
Chrome nickel plated double swing hinges (self closing
from 25 degrees), stainless steel channel cleats, and
coathook, pull handle to the outside of each door and
stainless steel pedestal legs.
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Dimensions
Height: 2026mm
Floor clearance: 80mm
Depth: Max 1500mm
Access considerations
Our standard stainless steel pull handle is supplied to
the outside face of all outward opening cubicle doors.
Complementary grab rails are also available.

Shower Cubicles
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MARCATO
A highly engineered cubicle designed with
high specification projects in mind.
Marcato’s specially designed flush fronted
and rebated finish ensures pilaster panels
and doors meet edge-to-edge for maximum
privacy and the waterproof properties of the
solid grade laminate (SGL) make it an ideal
choice for shower areas.
Available as 2100mm o/a height as standard,
we also offer the option to extend to a full
height floor to ceiling system, with minimal
floor clearance for increased privacy.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters: Manufactured from 20mm solid grade laminate (SGL)
with vertical edges rebated to create flush finish.
Doors: Manufactured from 20mm solid grade laminate (SGL) with
vertical edges rebated to create flush finish.
Headrail: Satin anodised aluminium flat bar.
Partitions: Manufactured from 13/20mm solid grade laminate (SGL).
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel fall closed hinges and coathook, stainless
steel easily operable indicator bolt, full length channels
and pedestal legs.
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Dimensions
Height: 2100mm
Floor clearance: 100mm
Depth: 1500-1800mm
Access considerations
Marcato cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors. Our standard stainless
steel pull handle is supplied to the outside face of
all outward opening cubicle doors. Complementary
grab rails are also available.

Shower Cubicles
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FORTE
Impervious to water, Forte is ideal
for shower and wet area changing
cubicles.
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles
are also available with minimal floor
clearance for increased privacy.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters, doors and partitions: 12/13mm solid grade
laminate (SGL) with edges machined to a smooth finish.
Headrail: ‘D’ shaped satin anodised aluminium
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, channel cleats and
coathook, easily operable indicator bolt and satin
anodised aluminium pedestal legs.
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Dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
Depth: 1500-1800mm
Access considerations
Forte cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors. Our standard stainless steel pull handle is
supplied to the outside face of all outward opening cubicle
doors. Complementary grab rails are also available.

Shower Cubicles
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MEZZO
Mezzo cubicles comprise curved
aluminium pilasters and headrail with
door and division panel options to suit
your specific requirements. Typically
the cubicle is set out with 150mm floor
clearance with the option of down to
floor pilasters and divisions where
increased privacy is required.
Mezzo is available with a choice of solid
grade laminate (SGL) or glass panels.
When cubicle requirements dictate that
the cubicle centres need to be greater
than 850mm we offer a split pilaster
detail ‘Mezzo Duet’ as an option which
allows a 450mm turning circle within
the cubicle.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters and headrail: Satin anodised aluminium
aerofoil section.
Doors and partitions: 12/13mm solid grade laminate (SGL)
with edges machined to a smooth finish.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, channel cleats & coat
hooks, easily operable stainless steel indicator bolts
with stainless steel pedestal legs.
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Dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Height (overall framework): 2040mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
Depth: 1500-1800mm
Access considerations
Mezzo cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with
outward opening doors. Our standard stainless steel
pull handle is supplied to the outside face of all
outward opening cubicle doors. Complementary grab
rails are also available.

Shower Cubicles
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MEZZO AQUA
Designed with the leisure industry in
mind, Mezzo Aqua provides an elegant
solution for shower areas.
Split front pilasters provide a combination
of stability and aesthetics and the glass
infill panels can be screenprinted in
almost any RAL colour to contrast or
co-ordinate with the glass doors.
The external towel rail to the door
demonstrates attention to detail, not only
keeping the towel out of the wet but also
indicating which cubicles are occupied.

Specification
Pilasters and headrail: Satin anodised aluminium
aerofoil section.
Doors and partitions: 10mm clear float toughened
glass with 100% white screenprint to reverse, with all
glass panels to have a 5mm radius to each corner.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel specially designed glass hinges,
channel cleats and coathook, and satin anodised
aluminium pedestal legs.
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Dimensions
Height: 1950mm Height (overall framework): 2040mm
Floor clearance: 150mm Depth: 1100-1500mm (showers)
1500-1800mm (WC)
Optional floor to ceiling cubicles are also available with
minimal floor clearance for increased privacy.
Access considerations
Mezzo Aqua cubicles are available in configurations to
comply with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors. Our standard stainless steel pull handle is
supplied to the outside face of all outward opening cubicle
doors. Complementary grab rails are also available.

Shower Cubicles
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CHANGING CUBICLES
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Changing Cubicles

Designed with durability in mind, our solid
grade laminate changing cubicles offer
a flexible solution for changing rooms.
Available in a wide range of colours and
finishes, they can be deigned to suit any
changing room area.

RANGES
Forte			

66

Mezzo			

68

Changing Cubicles
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FORTE
The Forte changing cubicle is
available with a bench seat and
optional anti-peep rail. Reduced
floor clearance and higher cubicles
are also available.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters, doors and partitions: 12/13mm solid grade
laminate (SGL) with edges machines to a smooth finish.
Headrail: ‘D’ shaped satin anodised aluminium.
Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, coathooks and easily
operable indicator bolts with full length SAA channels
and pedestal legs.
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Dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
Depth: 1200-2500mm
Access considerations
Forte cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors. Our standard stainless steel pull handle is
supplied to the outside face of all outward opening cubicle
doors. Complementary grab rails are also available.

Changing Cubicles
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MEZZO
Comprising of curved aluminium
pilasters and headrail with door
and division panel options.
Typically the cubicle is set out with
150mm floor clearance with the option
of down to floor pilasters and divisions
where increased privacy is required.
Mezzo is available with bench seating
and optional anti-peep rail.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification
Pilasters and headrail: Satin anodised aluminium
aerofoil section.
Doors and partitions: 12/13mm solid grade laminate
(SGL) with edges machined to a smooth finish.

Dimensions
Height: 1950mm
Floor clearance: 150mm
Depth: 1200-2500mm
Access considerations

Fittings and door furniture
Stainless steel 4” butt hinges, coat hooks, easily
operable indicator bolts with full length SAA
channels and pedestal legs.
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Mezzo cubicles are available in configurations to comply
with approved Document M complete with outward
opening doors. Our standard stainless steel pull handle is
supplied to the outside face of all outward opening cubicle
doors. Complementary grab rails are also available.

Changing Cubicles
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BENCHING
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Benching

Defining the standard for changing room
benching solutions.

ON SHOW
Bespoke			

72

Legato			

74

Benching
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BESPOKE
Benching can be manufactured
to suit individual design and
performance requirements.
Our bespoke benching
service provides our clients
with a project led service
where materials, finishes and
constructions can be tailored to
meet individual requirements.
Benches can be manufactured
from a number of materials to
suit your needs. Please contact
our design department
for further assistance.
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LEGATO
A totally new design concept, the
Legato bench is available either
freestanding or wall-mounted.
It comprises an aluminium support
construction with a wide range of
profiled seating options together with
complementary solid grade laminate
(SGL) hookrail. There is also the option
to specify a satin anodised aluminium
hookrail which can incorporate both
top and bottom mounted hooks.
This benching system also caters for
a shoe rack underneath the seat if
required as an optional extra.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Specification

Hookrails

Supports manufactured from satin anodised aluminium
sections with floor adjustment. Bench styles include floor
mounted to wall, floor mounted island, wall mounted
(cantilevered) and full island with high level hookrails.

Complementary solid grade laminate (SGL) hookrail
with buffered stainless steel hooks or optional satin
anodised aluminium section with captive hooks.

Seat options
Type A – single 300mm wide seating plank is
manufactured from 12/13mm solid grade laminate (SGL).
Type B – single seating plank machined with integral
slots for slatted appearance, maintaining much of the
strength of a single piece. 300mm wide, manufactured
from 12/13mm solid grade laminate (SGL).
Type C – comprises three individual hardwood slats
30mm thick x 90mm wide. Finished with two coats
of AC lacquer.
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Dimensions
Height: 450mm (top of seat)
Width: 300-650mm
Legato benching is manufactured to suit your
specific requirements including the current
recommendations of Sport England i.e. 450mm
wide x 480mm high.

Benching
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LOCKERS
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Lockers

Leading the way in stylish and
contemporary secure locker solutions.

RANGES
Forza			

78

iLocker			

80

Octave			

82

Bespoke			

84

Lockers
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FORZA
Manufactured from hardwearing 12mm
solid grade laminate (SGL) and guaranteeing
exceptional strength, Forza offers an ideal
mix of practicality and economy, with no
compromise on aesthetics.
With solid grade laminate (SGL) doors and
aluminium bodies, the Forza range provides
a lasting, durable, secure storage facility.
The lockers incorporate solid grade laminate
(SGL) shelves and ventilation holes and can be
fitted with coin, card, digital or cam locks as
required.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Carcass

Lock options

1.2mm folded aluminium sides with
solid grade laminate (SGL) rear support
(to aid width adjustments)

Coin return locks: Perfect for public sports this lock is adjustable to facilitate
various coinage including Euros and tokens.

Doors
12/13mm solid grade laminate (SGL)
with inset number disc
Shelves
12/13mm white solid grade laminate (SGL)

Card locks: Ideal for member only facilities this provides a cash free alternative.
Credit card style membership cards can be adapted to operate these locks.
Digital code locks: No keys to manage, operated by 4 digit code of users
choice (with override).
Cam locks: For use with personalised/allocated locker installations such as
staff rooms and schools.
Locker hasp: For use where the user provides their own padlock.

Framework
Satin anodised aluminium section

Dimensions

Hinges
Satin anodised aluminium sprung hinges

The above dimensions reflect typical standardised locker sizes. However
Forza lockers are available manufactured to suit your specific requirements.
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Height: 1800mm Width: 300mm Depth: 500mm Plinth: By others

Lockers
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iLOCKER
Flush front glass iLockers boast the finest
quality materials and design.
Available in a choice of colours, the flush
front glass iLockers are manufactured with a
hardwearing aluminium carcass and radiused
back corners for ease of cleaning.
iLocker is ideal for use in wet areas such as
swimming pools and high specification leisure
facilities and comes complete with solid laminate
shelves and ventilation holes. It can be fitted
with coin, card, digital or cam locks as required.
The iLocker range offers the highestspecification secure storage solution, boasting
the finest quality materials for a striking design,
without compromise to security or durability,
providing a maintainable and safe system perfect
for modern leisure facilities.

Carcass

Lock options

1.2mm folded aluminium sides with
solid laminate (SGL) rear support
(to aid width adjustments)

Coin return locks: Perfect for public sports this lock is adjustable
to facilitate various coinage including Euros and tokens.

Doors
Option 1: 10mm clear float toughened
glass with 100% white screenprint to
reverse of each panel
Option 2: 10mm clear float toughened
laminated glass.
Shelves
12/13mm white solid grade laminate (SGL)
Framework
Satin anodised aluminium sections
Hinges
Satin anodised aluminium sprung hinges
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Card locks: Ideal for member only facilities this provides a cash
free alternative. Credit card style membership cards can be
adapted to operate these locks.
Digital code locks: No keys to manage, operated by 4 digit code
of users choice (with override).
Cam locks: For use with personalised/allocated locker installations
such as staff rooms and schools.  
Locker hasp: For use where the user provides their own padlock.
Dimensions
Height: 1800mm Width: 300mm Depth: 500mm Plinth: By others
The above dimensions reflect typical standardised locker sizes.
However iLockers are available manufactured to suit your
specific requirements.

Lockers
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OCTAVE
Manufactured from real wood veneer
and ideal for high specification facilities.
Ideal for high specification facilities, such as golf
clubs and leisure centres, Octave locker doors
are fabricated from 18mm moisture resistant
MDF faced on all sides with real wood veneer
factory applied with 2 part AC lacquer.
Typically the locker bodies are manufactured
from 19mm melamine faced chipboard with
edges lipped in either 1mm or 2mm PVC, with
end and scribe panels in veneer to match the
doors. Octave lockers can be fitted with coin,
card, digital or cam locks as required.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
Carcass

Lock options

19mm melamine faced chipboard lipped
in either 1mm or 2mm PVC.

Coin return locks: Perfect for public sports this lock is adjustable to
facilitate various coinage including Euros and tokens.

Doors
18mm MR MDF faced on both sides
with real wood veneer with inset
number disc.
Shelves
19mm melamine faced chipboard
lipped in either 1mm or 2mm PVC.

Digital code locks: No keys to manage, operated by 4 digit code
of users choice (with override).
Cam locks: For use with personalised/allocated locker installations
such as staff rooms and schools.  
Locker hasp: For use where the user provides their own padlock.
Dimensions

Hinges
Blum style hinges.
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Card locks: Ideal for member only facilities this provides a cash free
alternative. Credit card style membership cards can be adapted to
operate these locks.

Height: 1800mm Width: 300mm Depth: 500mm Plinth: By others
The above dimensions reflect typical standardised locker sizes. However
Octave lockers are available manufactured to suit your specific requirements.
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BESPOKE
Lockers can be manufactured from a number
of materials and to individual designs.
Our bespoke locker service offers our clients the
opportunity to specify individual locker designs.
We are more than happy to manufacture lockers
to suit individual requirements whether it is
using some of our standard locker components
or designing new to accommodate a specific
detail.
Different shaped doors can also be used to offer
different locker capacities. Locker carcasses and
doors can be manufactured from a number of
materials to suit individual needs.
Please contact our design department for
further assistance.
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ARPEGGIO VANITIES
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Arpeggio Vanities

The Arpeggio collection offers one of the
most comprehensive vanity unit ranges
on the market. Choose from a variety of
shapes, sizes and materials to create the
perfect solution to your requirements.

RANGES
Solid Surfacing			

88

Granite & Marble			

90

Glass			

92

High Pressure Laminate			

94

Silestone			

96

Concrete			

98

Zodiaq		

100

Arpeggio Vanities
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SOLID
SURFACING
Solid surface materials lend themselves to
being cut, bent and joined to a seamless
smooth finish.
Solid surfacing is the generic name given to
materials such as Corian which are an advanced
blend of pure acrylic polymer, pigments and
natural mineral fillers.
Hygienic and durable, solid surface vanities are
manufactured to a seamless, natural stone-like
appearance, providing a luxury finish which is
highly durable and easy to maintain.
Supplied in sheets generally 12mm thick with
the colour and pattern running consistently
all the way through, solid surface materials
can be cut to any shape, bent and joined with
inconspicuous seams to produce a perfectly
neat and unified appearance.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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GRANITE
& MARBLE
Affording all the luxury of a natural material,
granite is available in a range of finishes.
Perfect for the most exclusive washrooms,
granite is extremely durable and hardwearing.
Available in a range of finishes which are
defined with rich veining that reflects the
beauty of natural stone.
Vanities can be shaped to meet individual
requirements, together with polished edges
as required.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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GLASS
Glass vanities provide a minimalist,
contemporary solution for the washroom.
Manufactured from 19mm toughened glass,
our Arpeggio glass vanity tops can be
supplied clear or sandblasted for an etched
decor.
Ideal for high specification environments, the
safety glass incorporates polished edges for
a distinctive, hardwearing and safe solution.
Ideal for contemporary washrooms, Arpeggio
glass vanities will complement any cubicle
option and are ideal when specified with
co-ordinating Alto Kristalla glass cubicles.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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HIGH PRESSURE
LAMINATE
Manufactured from 18mm moisture
resistant MDF with high pressure laminate
to both sides, Arpeggio HPL vanities are
an economic option for areas less prone to
heavy wear. A wide selection of profiles is
available to suit a range of applications.
For increased durability the long edges
are postformed to create rolled edges and
exposed ends are capped with moisture
resistant MDF and laminated to match the
face colour.
Timber frame or wall hung cantilever brackets
are available in complementary materials
along with underpanels to match or contrast
with the vanity top.
Arpeggio HPL vanities are available with
a range of taps and basin options and in a
choice of colours.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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SILESTONE
Manufactured from natural quartz and
incorporating anti-bacterial properties.
Highly resistant to stains and scratches and
with a low-level of fluid absorption, Arpeggio
Silestone vanities are available in a range of
over 60 stunning multi-faceted colours.
The quartz surface is treated with antibacterial protection making it an ideal choice
where hygiene is foremost.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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CONCRETE
Concrete is the ideal material for an
industrial-inspired urban design theme.
No longer seen as a purely functional building
material, reserved solely for industrial
applications, concrete has become increasingly
popular for a wide range of applications from
reception desks to vanity units. As well as being
hardwearing and easy-to-maintain, concrete
vanities can be used to create a stylish high
specification look.
Concrete can be pre-cast and moulded into
almost any shape to create a vanity unit bespoke
to your project.
Arpeggio Concrete vanities are available in
a choice of finishes with a range of inset or
countertop basins.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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ZODIAQ
Manufactured by DuPont, Zodiaq is the
original quartz surface material.
Zodiaq is an advanced composite material
made up of 93% Quartz, DuPont proprietary
binding polymer and pigments developed for
one purpose; to create a material with its own
depth and character.
Zodiaq catches and reflects light, capturing
the radiance of Quartz crystal. Zodiaq also
has unusual clarity and consistency of colour,
qualities which combined with exceptional
strength and durability.
In addition to over 20 striking quartz
colours, Zodiaq also offers an alternative
to the polished finish with concrete block,
a collection of stylish matt finish colours
in natural tones inspired by classic urban
architectural materials.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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CONCERTO DUCTING
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Concerto Ducting

Integrated duct panelling systems enable
unsightly services to be concealed and yet
offer easy access for maintenance.

RANGES
High Pressure Laminate		

104

Solid Grade Laminate		

105

Glass		

106

Solid Surface		

107

Real Wood Veneer		

108

Aluminium		

109

Granite		

110

Tiled		

111

Bespoke		

112

Pre-plumbed		

113

Please note:
If we are in receipt of accurate dimensions,
we can supply duct panelling with a prebuilt
timber support framework, manufactured from
pressure treated FSC® compliant softwood.
Alternatively we can notch our timbers ready to
receive the plywood skirting and header rail.
The frames are constructed on site and high
pressure laminate (unless specified otherwise)
is applied to the face of the frame to create the
flashgaps. The completed panels are fitted to
the framework by means of fixing clips, allowing
access where required.
For more information please contact
us in 0800 999 8888

Concerto
XXXXXXXXX
Ducting
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HIGH PRESSURE
LAMINATE
The Laminate duct panels are manufactured
from 18mm MR MDF faced on one side with
high pressure laminate (HPL) balanced on
the reverse. The edges are lipped in either
a matching HPL or alternatively a 2mm
PVC edge.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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SOLID GRADE
LAMINATE
Solid grade laminate duct panels are
manufactured from 12/13mm Solid Grade
Laminate (SGL), sometimes referred to as
‘Compact Laminate’. The edges are machine
finished either with bevelled or crescent
edged. In wet areas, solid grade laminate
can also be applied directly to the face
of the frame in place of the high pressure
laminate to create the flashgaps in order
to prevent water ingress.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT

Concerto Ducting
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GLASS
Glass duct panels are manufactured with
either 6mm clear float toughened screen
printed glass or 6mm back painted glass
bonded to a 12mm moisture resistant
MDF. Edges can be capped in a small satin
anodised aluminium angle to give added
edge protection.
Where sanitary items are required to be
fitted to the glass, we introduce an
independent pattress panel which is fitted
to the support framework behind and
is approximately 3mm thicker than the
thickness of the glass. This ensures that the
sanitaryware does not come into contact
with or is fitted directly to the glass.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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SOLID SURFACE
Corian duct panels are manufactured
from either 6mm or 13mm Corian solid
surface material which is bonded to a
suitable substrate with the edges also
lipped in Corian.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT

Concerto Ducting
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REAL WOOD VENEER
Real wood veneer duct panels are
manufactured from 18mm MR MDF, with the
edges being lipped first with a matching
7mm hardwood. The face veneer is applied
and balanced on the reverse. The panels
then receive a 2 part AC lacquer to provide
a long-lasting durable finish (different levels
of finish are available). Rather than high
pressure laminate, the real wood veneer is
applied to the face of the frame to create
the flashgaps.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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ALUMINIUM
The aluminium duct panels comprise 12mm
MR MDF faced on one side with 3mm satin
anodised aluminium sheet, balanced on the
reverse. The edges are capped in 1.5mm
satin anodised aluminium angle.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT

Concerto Ducting
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GRANITE
Granite ducting is generally applied to a
timber support frame. The framework is
built on site and once complete, templates
are made for each piece of granite. The
granite is then made to mimic the templates
to ensure a perfect fit.
Removable access panels will be bonded to
a substrate to allow fixing clips to be fitted.
The panels are either bonded to the support
framework or fitted with the correct fixing
clips allowing access where required.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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Concerto Ducting

TILED
Our timber framework is built using
18mm plywood ready to be tiled by other
contractors.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT

Concerto Ducting
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BESPOKE
Our bespoke service allows us to create a
unique duct panel design specific to your
washroom area.
Again the framework system behind will be
the same but we offer the option to apply
digitally screen-printed graphics to the face
or specialist back-painted glass panels. The
options for designs and choice of colour are
almost limitless meaning that the duct panels
can be made to perfectly match the rest of
the washroom design.

BIM AVAILABLE
FOR THIS PRODUCT
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Concerto Ducting

PRE-PLUMBED
Designed to be installed quickly and
efficiently, our integrated plumbing
system is provided to site ready assembled
and incorporating sealed, factory fitted
sanitaryware manufactured by leading
names in the industry.
Panels can be removable or fixed as required
and provide maximum flexibility for both wet
and dry environments.
Factory manufactured using the most
advanced machinery and software to provide
the highest quality, panels can be produced
in a range of materials, finishes and colours
to meet the most demanding project
requirements.

Concerto Ducting
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COMPLEMENTARY
SERVICES
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Complementary Services

We offer so much more than
washrooms. We understand how a
washroom should reflect a building’s
interior. With a collection of stylish
design-led accessories together with
our specialist joinery division and bespoke
design team, we can create spaces to
complement any interior design scheme.

SERVICES
A Bespoke Solution		
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A BESPOKE
SOLUTION
We pride ourselves on our bespoke
approach to design.
We’ll work with you to create the perfect
solution and, with an almost limitless range
of materials, finishes and colours available
to specify from, we’re confident you’ll find
exactly what you’re looking for. We can
tailor our products to fit your exacting
requirements and specification.
If you’re looking for a washroom design to
mirror other common areas in a building, we
can source complementary materials from
real wood veneers to back-painted glass to
provide as close a match as possible.
What makes a washroom design outstanding
is the attention to detail - those finishing
touches and unique elements that make your
washroom space different. Whether that’s a
custom-made vanity unit, inset iPad holder, or
bespoke handbag shelf, our washrooms are
designed around you.
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SPECIALIST
JOINERY
Our specialist joinery department
excels in creating designs which are
totally individual and bespoke.
We have many years’ experience
of managing high quality contracts
involving bespoke joinery requirements,
from reception counters to the
refurbishment of common areas.
With the benefit of a technically
advanced in-house joinery facility and
highly skilled team of craftsmen, you
can be sure that your bespoke project
requirements will be constructed,
installed and managed by a team that
appreciates quality and will work with
you to meet your expectations.
Where a totally integrated and
comprehensive joinery solution is
required, the expertise of our partner
company Cre8 Joinery Solutions
can be utilised to ensure the most
comprehensive and professional
solutions for your project.
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ACCESSORIES
We’ve applied the same attention to detail
to our accessories collection to provide the
perfect finishing touches for your project.
Working closely with industry leading
manufacturers including Allgood, d line,
Dolphin Dispensers and Saneux, we’re able
to offer an unrivalled range of high quality
washroom accessories from door handles,
locks and flushes, to taps, soap dispensers
and bins.
The collection includes unique, design-led
products including crafted oak door handles
from the Holt range by Allgood, beautifully
simplistic accessories manufactured by
award-winning Danish designer d line, as well
as the innovative modular wash, soap and dry
system from Dolphin Alavo.
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PROJECTS
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Projects

Established in 2001, Washroom has
grown to become one of the leading
providers of high specification commercial
washroom, toilet and shower cubicles,
vanities, lockers and benching together
with a bespoke joinery service for sectors
including commercial, health, leisure,
education and the public sector.
The following project highlights represent
only a small selection of the wide range
of innovative projects we have delivered.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / THE BOWER, STOCKLEY PARK

THE BOWER, STOCKLEY PARK
As part of the refurbishment at The Bower we designed, manufactured and installed a striking
Corian feature reception desk to complement the angular lines of the staircases in the building’s
central atrium. The newly refurbished washrooms also feature our Alto full height toilet cubicles,
finished in a real wood walnut veneer, as well as glass wall linings and our toughened glass Concerto
integrated duct panelling system. Bespoke Corian trough style vanity units with an integral handbag
shelf together with our hinged mirror system, Tego, completes the washroom space. We also installed
our Forza solid grade laminate lockers in the staff shower area.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / CLUB BALTIMORE, DOCKLANDS

CLUB BALTIMORE, DOCKLANDS
A Nuffield Health Partner gym, Club Baltimore is a full fitness and wellness centre close to Canary
Wharf in London providing a fully equipped gym, boxing ring and swimming pool. As part of the
refurbishment, we installed our Luminoso Acrylic shower cubicles in an attractive green shade and
complete with stainless steel ironmongery. The washrooms feature bespoke shaped white Corian
vanity units to complement the eye-catching driftwood style wallcoverings, as well as our Aria HPL
laminate faced toilet cubicles in a contemporary wood effect veneer.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / 6 DUKE STREET, MARYLEBONE

6 DUKE STREET, MARYLEBONE
This office in the heart of London’s Marylebone district has been completely remodelled to Grade
A standard. The new self-contained unisex superloos, which we installed on each floor, were the
ideal way to maximise the available space. Each cubicle includes a bespoke Corian vanity unit
with integrated waste bin and Concerto integrated duct panelling faced with 6mm toughened,
back-painted glass. Our full height Alto toilet cubicle doors were finished in stained Koto veneer
while matt black powder-coated ironmongery completes the sleek minimalist style.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / BARRY’S BOOT CAMP, VICTORIA

BARRY’S BOOT CAMP, VICTORIA
This is the fourth branch the luxury gym brand has opened in London and the second we’ve
delivered eye-catching luxury shower and changing rooms for. We manufactured our Luminoso
glass shower cubicles with bespoke saloon style cubicle doors specifically for Barry’s Boot
Camp to create a sleek contemporary finish without external door pull handles. The unique
cubicles were completed with black finish ironmongery to complement the black tiles around
the showers. We also designed, and installed bespoke Corian vanity units and grooming shelves
which were manufactured in the dark grey and heavily veined ‘Cosmos Prima’ colour, adding to
the industrial-chic style of the changing area.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / 6 MORE LONDON PLACE, LONDON BRIDGE

6 MORE LONDON PLACE, LONDON BRIDGE
The striking red and steel six-storey office building on the More London development at London
Bridge is fully-let to numerous different companies from different sectors. We refurbished the
washrooms throughout the building, installing our full height Alto toilet cubicles faced with
dark wood Wenge effect HPL laminate with contrasting blue painted edges to create the high
specification finish required. Our Concerto integrated duct panel system, which was finished with
Formica AR Plus high gloss laminate in a light grey shade, was installed behind the WCs and urinals
along with 10mm frosted glass modesty screens. Completing the washroom design are the light grey
Corian vanity units with inset sinks and our Tego hinged mirror storage above the vanities.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / CHELSEA SPORTS CENTRE, LONDON

CHELSEA SPORTS CENTRE, LONDON
Behind the façade of the iconic Grade II Listed Old Chelsea Town Hall just off the King’s Road, is
Chelsea Sports Centre - a state-of-the-art gym, swimming pool and fitness centre. We refurbished the
shower and changing areas using a grey colour palette to create a contemporary high specification
space. Our flush front glass iLockers were finished in a dark grey as were the Forte changing cubicles
which also feature a unique Perspex integral roof as part of the design. Bespoke Corian vanity units
and make up shelves, Forte shower cubicles and Legato benching were also installed. The new
washrooms feature Corian vanities along with Forte toilet cubicles and Concerto integrated duct
panels both finished in the same cool grey shade.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / OFFICES, EUSTON

OFFICES, EUSTON
We created stylish new washrooms on all levels of this London office building as part of a large
refurbishment project. Our full height flush fascia Alto toilet cubicles, finished in high gloss white
laminate create a smooth, virtually seamless façade. We manufactured and installed bespoke
white Corian trough-style vanity units to complement the Dolphin Alavo wash, soap and dry mirror
system installed above. Our Concerto integrated duct panels, which we installed behind the WCs
and underneath the vanities, were faced in a dark grey metallic effect laminate to provide contrast
against the white cubicles and vanities. As part of the project, we designed and installed disabled
toilets to exactly the same specification.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / PARNELL HOUSE, VICTORIA

PARNELL HOUSE, VICTORIA
Parnell House is a mixed-use development in Victoria, which is fast becoming one of central London’s
most desirable locations. As part of the extensive improvement works we installed our plain colour
HPL laminate Concerto integrated duct panels behind the WCs in all the washrooms on the seven
office levels. The building’s new basement cycle centre features our highly engineered Marcato solid
grade laminate shower cubicles, Legato benching, concrete vanity units along with our flush front
glass iLockers with digital access code locks. Together with Cre8 Joinery we also carried out joinery
works to 14 high-end residential flats on floors seven, eight and nine, where we created bespoke
Corian vanity tops and Corian panels as well as the wardrobes and mirror units in each flat.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / IMPERIAL HOUSE, HOLBORN

IMPERIAL HOUSE, HOLBORN
Together with our sister company, Cre8 Joinery Solutions, we created a contemporary new reception
area and installed new washrooms for this multi-let office in London’s popular Covent Garden district.
We created a bespoke Corian reception desk which was finished with a high specification metal effect
wrap-around by Graphic Relief. The team also installed lift frontage framework and panels in a sprayed
metal Anolok finish, on all floors, plus with lightweight real rustic concrete feature wall panels with
CNC cut inset brass signage. Self-contained unisex superloos were installed on all eight floors, with
each featuring its own bespoke Corian trough vanity, laminated Concerto integrated duct panelling
and bespoke mirror units with storage and lighting.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / 50 EASTCASTLE STREET, FITZROVIA

50 EASTCASTLE STREET, FITZROVIA
Situated in the heart of London’s premier fashion and media district, just a few minutes’ walk
from Oxford Street, 50 Eastcastle Street is a multi-occupied office building providing four floors
of high quality office space. The washrooms on the third floor of the building were refreshed and
now feature our cost-effective Basso toilet cubicles which are manufactured using 19mm moisture
resistant MFC panels faced with a contemporary woodgrain finish, with stainless steel pedestal
legs and DDA compliant locks. Postformed laminate vanity units in matching woodgrain finish
complete with top-mounted china basins complete the contemporary new look.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / BOOM CYCLE, HAMMERSMITH

BOOM CYCLE, HAMMERSMITH
A new generation of gym which focuses on high energy cycle fitness classes with low lights
and a world class sound system kicking out high energy music, Boom Cycle is designed to
put the fun into your workout. The Hammersmith branch is the fourth club the company has
opened in London. We installed our Alto Kristalla shower cubicles including stainless steel
ironmongery in the changing rooms. Both the doors and partitions were manufactured using
toughened glass in a striking blue tone to reflect the Boom Cycle branding.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / 25 BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN

25 BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN
The accommodation on the third and fourth floors of this prestigious Covent Garden office
building have undergone an extensive refurbishment, creating efficient Grade A open plan
office space. The full height flush fascia Alto Kristalla glass toilet cubicles feature contrasting
wood veneer faced pilasters which combine with the back-painted glass cubicle doors to
create a striking, high-specification finish. We also installed our Concerto integrated duct
panel system and modesty screens which were both faced in toughened back-painted glass
in the same shade as the cubicle doors. Our exceptionally durable Forza solid grade laminate
lockers and matching benching were also installed in the new staff shower and changing area.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / 5-9 CORK STREET, MAYFAIR

5-9 CORK STREET, MAYFAIR
The extensive refurbishment was carried out behind the existing façade of the building, upgrading the
interior for retail and office use. Rather than a traditional washroom layout, a superloo design was specified
to maximise space within the tight footprint of the building. Each self-contained superloo cubicle includes a
WC, Silestone trough style vanity unit with integral cupboards and back-painted glass upstand with stylish
bronze hexagonal pattern, and a Dolphin Alavo mirror system. The Concerto integrated duct panels also
installed were faced with back-painted glass in grey behind the WCs and white with bronze metal vertical
sections beneath the vanity unit. The building’s new staff shower area features our high specification glass
iLockers, back-painted to a light grey colour and solid grade laminate Legato bench units also in light grey.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / CARPENTERS’ COMPANY HQ, LONDON WALL

CARPENTERS’ COMPANY HQ, LONDON WALL
The Carpenters’ Company, which has been based in the same area of London Wall since 1429, is
committed to supporting, promoting and encouraging woodworking crafts and those working in
the profession. Its current head office opened in 1960 and includes at least 18 different kinds of
wood to act as a showcase for the craft of carpentry. As part of the recent refurb, we refreshed
the washrooms throughout by installing our full height Alto flush fascia cubicles with doors and
pilasters both faced with walnut effect HPL laminate. The washrooms also feature bespoke natural
marble vanity units and vanity under panels, which were faced using the same walnut effect HPL
laminate as the toilet cubicles as well as our HPL laminate Concerto integrated duct panels.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / KINGDOM STREET, PADDINGTON

4 KINGDOM STREET, PADDINGTON
We constructed a full size mock-up of the new washrooms for this Paddington office project several
months ahead of the installation and it was so vital to the project that we included it in our costing plan
from the outset. The new washrooms feature our Alto full height flush fascia toilet cubicles, faced with real
wood veneer which was stained to match the solid Douglas fir timber panelling in the reception area of
the building. Bespoke vanity units with cast polished concrete tops and integral waste bins were installed
along with our Tego hinged mirror units. In the new staff shower and changing area we installed our Alto
FENIX shower cubicles and Z style Forza solid grade laminate lockers . This project demonstrates the
capability of the Washroom team to deliver complex solutions for corporate workplace environments
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT / GLASS & GLAZING FEDERATION HQ, SOUTHWARK

GLASS & GLAZING FEDERATION HQ, SOUTHWARK
The building on Rushworth Street in London is the headquarters of the Glass and Glazing
Federation, which represents companies who make, supply or fit, glass and glazing products
in the UK and internationally. As part of the refurbishment, we installed new washrooms on all
levels of the building which feature our Alto full height flush fascia toilet cubicles. The cubicle
doors and pilasters were both faced in beech effect high pressure laminate and fitted with
DDA compliant stainless steel locks.
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Iconic washrooms, changing
and shower facilities
Washroom Washroom Ltd
Units 1-10 Hill Farm
Epping Lane, Abridge
Essex RM4 1TU
0800 999 8888
WSHCORPv1:4.18

info@washroom.co.uk

www.washroom.co.uk

